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Flight cases   /   Storage Flight cases with drawers   /   Storage flight cases
with removable drawers

Opentop® tray rack 1200x600xH1550

  

CARACTÉRISTIQUES TECHNIQUES

Référence produit ORB OT1206-12 OPENTOP® TRAY RACK 1200X600X1550

This new generation of transport rack comes knocking over all handling,
loading and unloading habits.
Our experience in the field of industrial logistics and the evolution of labor
regulations has led us to design new mobility solutions.
The OpenTop® rack is ideal for transporting all types of packaged
materials, bare materials or spare parts.

Its versatility is an asset for productivity:
- reduction of the quantity of cases,
- reduction of volumes / transport costs.

Its system of flat, folding and sliding lids eliminates the risk of loss or
damage.
Their handling is facilitated by weight compensation springs.

The interior features is customizable. Shelves and removable trays are
adjustable in height every 50mm.

This rack consists of elements assembled by screwing to disassemble
and replace damaged parts easily.
Its almost unlimited lifetime significantly reduces its environmental impact
and increases its profitability.

Poids net (kg) 96.00

Overall dim. (mm) 1200x600xH1550
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Product specifications and fittings

 Cabinet-style configuration

 Removable panels in Heavy-duty 9 mm birch plywood with black Hexagonal
Pattern

 Protected edges with aluminium angles with screw fixation

 8 steel corners

 2 flat lids at the front, at the top and at the bottom, folding and tilting with
return springs, fully recessed

 4 recessed sliding latches

 6 recessed flip handles with double sprung

 Reinforcement board at the bottom

 4 swivel castors Ø125 (2 with brake) and 2 with directional lock

 Dish for A5 Tour Label

Interior features

 Fixed shelves at the top and at the bottom

 2 grooved composite panel sides with 50 mm pitch on aluminum bars
reinforcements

 30 mm foam on the inside of the lids

 2 damping foam strips on the back

Developed and manufactured by Rythmes & Sons in France

*** Removable trays and shelves supplied separately ***
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